and nuclear phase transitions [3, 4, 6, 7] . At E/A~100 MeV, dynamical models [8, 9] , however, predict the fragment multiplicities to be strongly influenced by a rapid expansion from supranormal densities achieved early in the nuclear collision [8] , and experimental evidence now suggests a significant collective "radial" expansion [10 -13]. This collective expansion may persist to lower incident energies where sidewards directed flow [14 -16] vanishes [17, 18] [19] ; therefore a "reduced" impact parameter, b = b/b, ", was determined by assuming [1, 22, 23] that the charged particle multiplicity decreases monotonically with impact parameter.
. Such observations are qualitatively consistent with the excitation energy dependences of statistical models [3 -5] and nuclear phase transitions [3, 4, 6, 7] . At E/A~100 MeV, dynamical models [8, 9] , however, predict the fragment multiplicities to be strongly influenced by a rapid expansion from supranormal densities achieved early in the nuclear collision [8] , and experimental evidence now suggests a significant collective "radial" expansion [10 -13] . This collective expansion may persist to lower incident energies where sidewards directed flow [14 -16] vanishes [17, 18] due to cancellations between the attractive and repulsive deflections that result from mean field attraction and nucleon-nucleon collisions, respectively. Like measurements of directed transverse flow [14 -16] , measurements of radial flow [10, 13] can provide unique constraints on nuclear transport properties such as the nuclear equation of state [19] .
To [21] .
Radial flow effects should be enhanced for central collisions [19] ; therefore a "reduced" impact parameter, b = b/b, ", was determined by assuming [1, 22, 23] that the charged particle multiplicity decreases monotonically with impact parameter.
[Here, b,"was defined by (Nc(b, ")) = 4 asymmetric systems [26] The impact parameter gate, b~0.33, includes noncentral collisions with large angular momentum.
Thus, 'rotational" flow (due to the nuclear mean field attraction [30, 31] ) and repulsive transverse collective liow can influence the momentum and energy distributions.
Such ef'-fects will be reflected in azimuthally anisotropic emission patterns [15, 16, 30, 31] and revealed by constructing a n- T"and V, are MeV 'sr ', MeV, and MeV, respectively. dp; 2 dEdO (p, O, V;) = a;0 (E -V;) (E + mc -V, ) '7 X (E + mc-" -V;) -m2c4 
